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Crimi~al]ustice '
Program Plannf!d
Provost Schwartz, in his capa~ veloped by Provost Schwartz and ·
city as Pro(ect Director of (the
Law School's fledgling Criminal
Justice Program, has announced
the initiation . of a pilot program
thir spring which will entail a
, series of evening meetings in
which faculty and students will in
formally explore · issues and pos
sible research projects in the crim

Survey Indicates
CoUrse Preferences
by Ray Bowie

ison with upper class returns. As
with upp£r class students,
firs't-year respondents showed
plan envisioned any experiment:,al Questionnaire circulated in class· highest interest in Trial Technique
program in which first and sec- rooms by tt,e ·sBA has revealed and New York Practice, but indi

Clinic, also drew much stronger
interest in first-year.
The more ti aditional course
areas ran as strongly in tjrst-year
as the more innovative or inter
ond-year students would become the academic preferences of a ma cated comparably high interest in disciplinary areas, unlike the situa
involved in studies of that system jority of the student body here, Cr~inal Procedure and Evidence, tion in second and third years,
and in projects aimed at its im- · represent~d by the return of a to- both of which were ranked some where traditional courses drew

several other faculty interested in
the criminal justice system, the

provement.

A recently-tabulated course

tal .413 questionnaires.

A detailed description of the

·

what lo wer by sec9nd and
third-year respondents. Also
strongly preferred by_ freshmen

considerably greater support than
the other areas.
In third-year, New York Prac
were Corporations and Labor tice received the highest prefer
Law, wi!h Family t:aw, Civil Pro ence, followed by Trial Tech

The questionnaire, consisting

inal justice area. The meetings are program is available from Prof. of 52 courses and clinics offered
in tended to develop particular
summer projects to be funded by
the School's National Institute of
Mental Health Grant and to result
eventually in a special seminar the
following fall . Opinion reponed last year that
the Law School had received grant
n;-!)lley tf1rou"1 tho National lnsti
tu~. of Mental Healtli for the de
velopment of the three- year prog
rain enltllecl .Tralnlns Lawyers as
Criminai'Justi.ce Specialists. As de·
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Norman Rosenberg, Program Coordinator.
,·
·
The pilot program announced
by the Provost for the coming
year will involve interested faculty, students, and visitors from'
law and other fields meeting together, perhaps_ on Tuesday or

during the current academic year,
elicited 190 first-year responses
· (2/3 of the class), 132 second-year
responses (approximately. ½ of the
class), and 91 third-year responses
(about ½ of the class). Respond 
ents were asked to designate up to
10 cours.. that were felt to con

cedure 11, Constitutional Law 11, nique, while second- yeai- gave
and Commercial Law trailing a bit Evidence its highest preference,
further behind, In contrast, Labor followed by New York Practice,

Law, Procedure, and Constitu Commercial Law, and Corpora
tional Law enjoyed corlsiderably tions.
less support among upper classThursday evenings, to examine tribute significantly to each re men, ancl Commercial Law, signiCriminal Procedure and Labor
.vailable· literature, methods of . spondent's legal education.
ficantly more. Law remained strong in both
study, and potential reforms in
Analysis of the returns from
Surprisingly high preferences . years, though not to the extent

t!IF

arei\S of criminal justice as a first-year sho\v areas of agreement were given by firsi-year ·respond- iliown in the first-year returns, ln
- contfnutd on#puge 8 and areas of disparity jn compar• , ents to Consumer Proiection, So- ternational Law courses, on 'the
cial Legislation, and Law and the other hand, enjayed.conilderably

Poor: courses, whereas notably
fewer upper class students ihdicated support in 'those areas. The
Simulated Law Firm and clinics,
excepting perhaps the (ivil Law

less support in upper yecars than in ·
first-year, this being' also true, to
an even greater.degree, of the pub
lie law courses, more innovative or
-continued on pa~ 8

School Undertak~s
Austerity Measures

Henry H. F'oster, professor of law at New York
University, lectured on a "Bill of Rights for
Children," Friday, December 6 at O'Brian Hall.
Drawing a-parallel between children and those
·-formerly of servile status under the law {women and
lunatics), Professor Foster outlined a plan which
would give children freedom from oppression and
allow them individual assertion.

by Ray Bowie

fer to, acidemic units from year
-end savings in , non-academic
Amid reports from President units, thus covering the deficits.

Profes~or... Foster's funda~eOtal pre'inise, that

Ketter that two academic units at The problem arises this year in
the University have depleted their that non-aca demic uriits are
- non- personnel budgets with four themselves facing deficits 'and the

children be regarded as persons in family and school
situations and before the law, is the first aspect of
the eight-point Bill of Rights. A focal principle in
this regard for the personhood of children is that the
welfare of the child is of prtnie interest.
Among the other points expressed ·in the Bill of
Rights are the child's right to receive parental love
and affectjon; the right to be supported, maintained
and educated' to the best of parental ability; and the
right to .oo;eive fair treatment from all in authority.
The final points discussed include the child's
right to earn and keep his own earnings; the right to
be free of legal disabilities or incapacities; the right
and freedom to seek and obtain medical care,

months remaining in the current University reports no savings for
-fiscal year, ~ovost Schwartz ·has supplemental allocations ' to. aca
infonned the Budget and Program demic units.
Review Committee that the Law
While stating that reports that ·
Schdol 's own non-personnel lines the Law School had exhausted its
are "virtually exhausted" and that OTPS budget in October were un

1

treatment and counseling; and the ri ght _to receive
special care, consideration and protection in the - - - - - - - • - - - • - - - - - administcation bf law or justice.
Professor Foster demonstrated each point in his ,
prop~d Bill of Rights with a relaied case involving
children and their various legal and familial
difficulties. He• discussed foster child care, child
I' deeply appreciate the warm support given
-S'C hizophrenia and battered children, and
recommended that "Independent counsel be secured by the faculty, students, various student
organizations and the Opinion to Provost
for children to protect their interests.
At the end of his lecture, Professor Foster Schwartz In his efforts to have my appointment as
explained the practical appllcation of his doctrine, a . professor · extended , beyond the mandatory
emphasizing that all points do not apply, to aD those retirement age. I hardly need to stat~ that the
under 2i years old and that a maturation facto, opportunity to continue servina our school as an
active member of the faculty during 1975 - 76 is
should betaken Into consideration.
Professor Foster also answered questions "~ source of great pei'sonal satisfaction to me.
.relatinLtO his Bill of Rl1hts and children's ' law in
Prof. Adolf Hamburger
pnoral.
·

Appreciation
E Xpre88e d_

further austerity measures will be true, the Provost noted that 11we
required to keep the School sol are approaching the poiht at
vent until April 1st. ·
which we will soon exhaust our
The threatened deficit, seen in OTPS accounts unless we take re
the unavailability of the special al- medial action." He reported to
1oca tions. the University's aca the Budget and Program Review
demic units had anticipated from Committee plans to take several

savings in non-academic sectors, austerity measures designed to
would occu'r in the Law School's preserv~ the remaining OTPS
11
0ther than Personnel Services" monies through the current fiscal
(OTPS) account, which includes year.
all of the School's regular budget
As reported to BPRC, the pro•
with the exception of faculty and posed administrative measures
staff salaries.
would include the sale of all
In previous years, according to teaching materials produced here
Provost Sc;hwartz, the Law at cost, cut .backs on faculty travel
School, even though it had re e~penses {exce pt for travel •
ceived 11 insufficient initial ·alloca deemed necessary for the Law
tions" in the OTPS budget from School or University). limitations
1971 through 1974, has been able .on long-distance phone calls
to cover anticipated deficits in placed' by faculty, authorization
OTPS with supplemental alloca of only those recruiting visits
continued on page 8
tions the UniversilY would trans-

p
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Fo,ier Interview

Editorials

Our Children, Our ~chools, '.
And Our Courts
·
by Louise Tarantino

Orily recently, two of society's subjected
groups, women and blacks, have forcefully asserted
their rights and their personhood.
A third oppressed group is now making its claim
Despite the long-standing skepticism of some students
tha t the faculty 'care little for student opinion on academic for acceptance and recognition as a viable segment of
the
population.
policy matters, recent committee operating procedures have
Children are asking to be adopted into the adult
establ ished , conclusive ly it seems to us, the fac.ulty's good
faith in soliciting and considering student input into some of coterie of personhood: they are requesting their
the most significant issues to face the School in some time. moral and legal right to be regarded as people.
·
According to fam ily law specialist Henry H.
The Academic Policy and Program Committe,e has, for
Foster, professor of law at New York University and
instance, actively sought and seriously considered ihe results author of the recently published BIii of Rights for
of the recent student course questionnaire in its own Children, many of the problems in the adult-chi16
attempt to define the School 's most essential course needs, relationsh,p could be more read ily resolved if ad ul ts
this being in addition to its concern that SBA be duly would acqui~sce to the concept of children as
consu lted before any implementation of a proposal that people. ~
"The child's right to be regarded as a person is
third-year students be ranked for general class standing. The
fac ulty, moreover, last month deferred action on a proposal basic to the other rights that follow," Foster said,
adding
that a great deal of difficulty with minors
that future facu lty appointments be sought in f(ve priority
• academic areas, · so that" student input from the course .. d e riv~s from the refusal to accept them as
individuals, with their own needs, interests and
questionnaire might be considered in the decision .
desires. "
Another facu lty committee, Long-Range Planning, has
Professor Foster has further expounded his
establistied an admirab le open policy whereby any theory of ch ildren's rights in his book, Bill of Rights
concerned student has· been invited to participate in for Children, which allel)'lpts to spell out the reasons
committee deliberations with respect to the Law School 's behind child right theory and the n_eed for its
forthcoming Master Plan, while on most other committees, imp le me ntation today. He has also compiled
the 'student · representatives have been taken into full materials in a book on Children and the Law the
confidence and even assigned important comm ittee tasks. On first of its type to be edited on the subject.
"Children and the Law -is a jurisprudential
as 'lmportant- an issue as the controversial gradin g system,
faculty generally -are now willing to le t students themselves ,rather th an a lega listic book," according to Foster.
take th~ initiative on any changes, a far cry from last year's Through the writing, he hopes to affect a change in
Q+ fiasco . And in the administration, Assoc. Dean Fleming attitudes, both parental attitudes and authoritarian
attitudes. " The problem is that adu lts ha'le no real
has proved both accessible to students and cooperative in empathy wi th a child," Foster remarked. "Parents,
addressing their concerns.
.
teachers and authority figures treat 1 chi ldren-- as
The faculty's serious :;olicitude for student opin io n , lnf~riors,''He added. . • .
. .
coupled with its refreshing willingness to tackle major policy
Ev id ence of this treatment of inferiority is
issues this year, ad umbrates the possible resolution of some abu'ndapt in the educational system. Professor Fost'er
perennial issues in a mann~r acceptable to the majority of di sagrees with current compulSory ed ucation laws
and favo'rs adoption of a system ~to u'provide a
faculty and students here, certainly no mean feat inde_e d.

Good Faith Established

..,.__

Acd.dent or Assault
The fairly recent installation of ,a walk way from the
parking lots to the law school h as been helpful, but has also
posed a new problem . ,After rain or snow h as fallen , the
water (or iJe ) usually covers part of th e walkway, turnin g it
into a· sheet of ice. This dangerous condition must "be
remedied to avoid any possibility of serious injury to any_one
using the path .
Dwayne M6ore of the Facilities Planning --(Yffice has
promised that "the problem would be looked into to see if
there are any ways to solve it," but then added "there are
ways but no money ." Roth ways and means to reme(jy the
problem must be ,found in the near future . This condition
should be remedi~d before a serious injury resulting dom its
existence dramatizes the need for action.
And speaking of action, little of j,t has been evident on
repeated University promises to light the parking lots, a
situation whose risk is multiplied by the fact that the
newly-paved walkway, icy as it is, is also dark as pitch thanks
to the utter lack of lighting. Accident oi:- assault should not
be necessary to shake Facilities Planning from its long
lethargy .
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· NY U law professor Henry Foster speaks at
semester's last OVF lecture on subject of
children's rights.
wholesome thing - the whole concep\ of legal
ed ucation was somewhat stagnant before students
brought pressure on faculties ."

·

Another positive aspect Professor Foster noted
about the changing legal ed ucational system is the
~increased activity ofwcima:n lawyers.

"Women trai ned in the law have a substantial
contribution to make and wi ll hopefu lly affect the
legal structure in a consciousness-raising wayJ giving
a more hum an approach to certain things," Foster
said.
;\

He also sees women lawyers 'as'a predominating

force in the area of family law, bringing more
compassion, tolerance and uriderStanding into the
fie li:t .Women can pCrcei\/e its · rej e'vanc"'y morei"
Foster added.
1
meaningful education rel eva nt to today's world and
Professor Foster emphasized th e reed ·for
circumstances."
reform in- fami!Y law systems, especlall y juvenile
"Unfortunately, th e fac t remains that the courts. "But we run into-people who just won't
primary function of some schools is a _y.,arehousi ng moye, who are opposed to..any charige," he noted.
11

or custodi al one to keep kids off the streets. Many
"We must show these people that the price
urban schools today arc not' giving' a meaningful being paid for perpetuation of things as they are ;.
ed ucation,' '- Foster stated.
too high, show them · the benefits of restructuring
Professor Foster recommended an evaluational and rethinking, " Foster said. ·

check and balance system for tne schools comprised juven ile cas"J, reserving only the lll()re difficult for
•of non -educators, "outsiders who would be able to
contribute' health y ·scepticism and offer a different
perspective .to the educational network."
He cited the success of such a system in--some
law sc h oOls where there is increased student
participation in the decision-making of the schools.
Professor Foster said that "student participatio~ is a

adjudication. He recommended improving upon the
professional staffs involved in the juvenile court
process and the re-evaluatiOn -of the meaningfulness
of state institution programs.
"The dilemma in the juvenile court system is
that, at presentJ there are no good alternatives,"
Foster concluded.

To: _The Faculty, Red's Boys .And YOU
,

This request for support is
Opinion pleads w)th any and
all parties interested iFl'"" sports pointed towards both faculty and
coverage to c9ntact its offices in students and is certainly not re
Room 623 in person or by mess stricted to athletics.
age posted on the door.
Sports Editor David Gerringer,
Opinion's pleas extend to all
most anxious for aid, can be materials appropriate for publica
. The final score was unavailable reached lhrough the newspaper's tion in the law school paper, a
very broad area, indeed.
office.
at press time.
. The staff hopes io receive more
active student and faculty support
in terms of information and cont
ributions when It r~mes publica
tion next term.
We extend to our readenhip
OPINION is published ev~ry two weeks except for vacations,
our warmest Season's Greetings.
during the academic ·year. It is the student newspaper of the
-contlnu,d "tl1rpgg,' 7
Stale University of New York at Buffalo School of Law, John
Lord O'Brian Hall, SUNYAB Amherst Campus, Buff~o, New
York '14260. The views. expressed in this paper are not
necessarily those of the Editorial Board or Staff of OPINION.
OPINION is a non-profit organization. Third Class POSlall
Shortly after final deadline last
week, a basketball team composed
largely of faculty members defeat
ed Red's Boys, a student'\ team
currently undefeated in intra
mural le34ue play.

Opinion .

enlerell at Buffilo, New York.
'
·
t
Editorial policy of OPINION is de1ermlne1h:0Hectively by the '
Editorial Board. OPINION is funded by SBA from Student
µw Fees.
0

-T renchant
,Observ~tioo

O.OrEdltor,
I used to 10 fllhln1 when I was
a kid, but It was
halibut.

lu•t

for the

Gory Muldoon
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'SHAKESPE.ARE II

I

by Jeff Chamberlain
"Shake was a dramatist of note
He lived by writing things to quote"_

- H. C. Bunner
Shakespeare is the most quoted writer in English. Like a
fundamentalist's Bible, he has something to say on almost
every subject. Quoting from Shakespeare has long ~een an
,easy way for hack writers to convey an illusion' of literacy
to their readers. What follows is no exception: It is simgly
a' listing of quotations from· Shakespeare, associated with
headings, the selection of which corresponds to no known
scheme. No attempt has been made to correlate the source
of the caption with the quotation, but perhaps SO(!!eone
more vers~d in the intricacies of Shakespearean scholarship
· may find this compilation useful for documenting more
concretely ~a10ver Shakespearean literary theory to
which he has subscribed .

In the corrupted currents of this world
Offense's gilded hand may shove by justice,
And oft 'tis seen the wicked prize itself
Buys out the law.'..
·
Hamlet (Ill ii i 56)
Placement Office, The:
That you do bend your eye on vacancy.
'
Hamlet (Ill iv 117)
28 U. S. C. 2294:
.
.
Whe n shall we three meet again
Jn thunder, lightning, or in rain?
MacBeth (I i 1)
Franklin, Mitchell:
Had I plantation of !his isle, my lord - .
11 the commonwealth I would by contraries
Execute all things; for no kind of traffic
Would I admit; noiname of magistrate;
Letters shoul'a not be kr\own; riches, poverty, ·
And use of Service, none; contract, succession
...none;

Juilgel!lent, Declaratory:
... treason, felo~~'
Abraham :· Do you bite your ~humb at us, sir?
Sampson : Is the law of our side if I say ay?
Romeo and Juliet (I i 54)
Sword, pike, knife, gun, or need of any engine,
Brandeis. Louis:
Would I not have.
Glen. I can call spirits from the vasty deep.
The Tempest (II i 143)
Hots. Why, so can I, o~o can any man;
.'Justice, Blind :
But will they come when you do call for them?
I Henry IV (Ill i-53) - Through tatter'd clothes sma ll vices do appear;
Robes ani:I furr'd gowns hide all. Plate sin with gold,
Hoover,") ohn Edgar:
And the strong lance of justice hur ~less breaks;
• ...the, vi!l~in shall not 'scape;.,
Arm it in rags, a pygmy's straw docs pierce it.
The Dukemust grant me that. Besides, his ·picture
-King Lear (IV vi 153)
I will send far and near, that all the kingdom
Cardozo, Benjamin Louis '.
May have due note of hi.!]l;
He draweth out the thread of his verbosity finer than
°King Lear (II i 83)
the stap le of his argument.
Method, The Socratic :
.
Love's Labour 's Loft (.V i 18)
t Ye turn me into nothing. Woe upon ye
Cour.t,
Moot :
And all such false professors!
Speak the speech, ...trippingly on the tongue.
Henry VIII (Ill i 114)
Hamlet (Ill ii 1)
Pro_Bono:
Office, The Oval :
'tis like the breath of an unfee'd lawyer
Dick.
The
first
thing
we
do,
let's
kill
all
t~c
lawyers.
King Lear (I iv 142)
Cade. Nay, that I mean to do. Is not th!S a lamentable
Public Policy, Unenforceable-As Against: •.
thing,
If you repay me not on such a day,
that of the skin of an innocent lamb should be made
In such a place, such sum or sums as ire
parchrrlent?
Express'd In the condition, let the forfeit
that parchment, being scribbled o'er, should undo a
Be nominated for an equal pound
man? Some say
Of your fair flesh, to be cut off and, taken
the bee stings: but I say, 'tiS the bee 's wax; for I did but
In what part of your body pleaseth me.
Merchant of Venice (I iii 146) seal
once
to a thing, and I was never mine own man since.
Reis, Robert:
r
2 Henry VI (IV ii 84)
0, what a happy title do I find
Sonnet XC (ii) Marshall , John:
Stay! . I
· Agnew, Spiro T.:
Where's your commis~ion, lords?
In law, what plea so tainted and corrupt •
Henry VIII (Ill ii 233)
But, being seasoned with a gracious voice,
.
Obscures the show of evil?
Ben Veniste, Richard:
Merchant of Venice (Ill ii 74)
Son. What is a traitor.?
L. Macd. Why, one ihat swears and lies.
Presideni, The Powers of The:
Son . And be all traitors t~at do so? '
May one be pardon'd and retain the offense?

,,.

I Henry VI (II iv 7)
Colson, Charles:
There canrlot-be those numberless offences
'Gain st me, that I cannot take peace with
.
Henry VIII (II i !!.4)
Men, All tll_e President's:
They fell together all , as by consent.
The Tempest (I iv 142)
Pig, Male ChauYinist:
. . . I will make
One of her Women lawyer to me, for
I yet not understand the case myself.
Cymbeline (II iii 78)
Kochery, David :
What impossible matter will he make easy next!
The Tempest (II i 89)
Columnists:
How every fool can play upon the word!
'
Merchant of Venice (Ill v 46)

COLORFUL

ACROSS

~ 1. Colorful superseder of Pleuy ._
5. "Colorful Supreme Court judae.
11. One who forawea.rs.
12. Wi1eonain city.
1 S. Projection of a church.
16. Denizen of 23 down.
16. _ _ _ v. N,Y., 336 U.S .. 106 (1949).
J 8. The B.E.N. 'a morning competitor~
19. Sucar baee.

' ;1.;Top Cai) nlckna'ine.

22. Rocltne.

L. Macd. 'Every one that does so is.a traitor, and must be
hanged.
MacBeth ( IV ii 46)
Holmes, Oliver Wendell, Jr. :
So to the laws at large I write my name.
Love's Labour's lost (Ii 156)
Internal Revenue Service:
I tax you not, you elements.
Kini/ Leor (Ill ii 16)
Kennedy, Joan: '
Holding the eternal sp.irit, against her will,
In the vile prisQll of afflicted breath.
.
King John (Ill iv 18)
Ford, Gerald R.:
I
'tis a burden ·
Too heavy for a man that hopes for heaven!
Henry VIII (111 ii 384)
Nixon, ~ ichard 'M.:
A heavy summons lies like lead upon me.
.
MacBeth (U i 5)
Tapes, The:
King Richard . Then call them to our pre~nce ; face to
face,
And'frown·ing brow to brow, ourse lve~ will hear
The accusor and the accused "freely speak.
Richard I (Ii 15)
Cert. denied :
I think, but dare not speak.
MacBeth (V i.87)
Mar1n, W. Howard:
.
Good 16rd, what madness rules in brainsick men,
When for so slight and frivolous a cause
Such factious emulations shall arise?
I Henry VI (IV i 111)
Ervin, Sam:
Faith, I have been z truant in the law,
And .never yet cou ld frame my will to it. ...
I have perhaps some shallow spirit of judgement;
· But in these nice sharp quillets of the law,
Good faith, I am no wiser than a daw.

I

.
. 14. rrOlll)UJl.
. 2&.!leloc( : •·.
27 . Foroxample (abbr.)..
28. Seacram 11 Canadi1n.
30. Ave.

·couR'r ...

by Gary Muldoon
DOWN
1 . Colorful Diaaenter
2. Mootneu (ant,).
S. Western.Hem. ora:.
4. _ _ _ watch.

5. Novelilt Evelyn .
6. ·Moat colorful chief ju.dee.
7. Verb to be.
8. _ _ _
, ·ta. '

,.

.31.Tlm.
33.-~ real dilly.

S&. _ _ __Ed.

38. Le1al po. . uion of a free bold.

9. A Cont.
10. Colorful Judie, 10rt of.
14. To any extent.

17. And 10 forth (abbr.),,
. 20. A""Y cop (abbr.).

'
!3. Diefendorf Annex (abbr.).
2.fl. Promlaoory notes.
29. Kind of art.
32. Printer'• tool.
33. Symbol for lithium.
34. Roman 51 .

Answer to puzzle
appears on page 6 .

.,•,

.
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BLP Receives Credit,
Reorganizes $tru~ture .
Buffalo Legislation Project, a student activity
.initiated in the fall of 1973 to research and draft
legislation, has been awarded pi'ovisional credit by
the Academic Program and Policy Committee for the
:
spring of 1975.
Previously, the Project depended upon
volunteers for its staffing, though the Law School
assisted with facilities and funding, the latter also
partially provided through the SBA. Despite the lack
of financial or credit remuneration, BLP maintained
a staff of volunteers sufficient to handle most
requests for legislative- drafting received from area
legislators last year and this.
Plans for Legislation Project to become an
accredited student activity similar to Law Review

and Moot Court took concrete form this summer,
when it was invited to participate in a legislative
internship conducted through the office of State
Sen. Warren Anderson. Participation in this program
was thought to require some formal credit incentive,
a stranger organizational framework, and closer
faculty consultation, which latter was provided when
Professors Kaplan and Lindgren agreed to serve as
BLP advisors. A request for credit was then decided
to-be incorporated into the Project's organizational
structure.
Through the summ~r and into the fall, Project
. Directors Jan Rosa, Ben ldziak, and Pam Helman
collaborated on several drafts of an organizational

framework for 8LP, which was revised several times
before finally being sent to APPC in .No..mber
together with the request for accreditation.
As approved by the APPC at its December
meeting, Legislation Project members will receive
credit for recently• completed projects this spring
according to the provisions ofthe orgariizational
structure with respect to awarding of credit. The
accreditation was, however, provisional, as APPC is
presently reviewing the ~ntire system of special
credit and may recommend changes affecting all
accredited attivities later in the spring.
•
The organizational framework adopted by
Legislation Project establishes a selection procedure
for members, solicitation procedures fqr projects
from legislators and agencies, a structure for
governance1 and guidelines for th~ awarding of
credit. Members are to be selected through writing
samples, faculty recommendation,. and interviews
with BLP project directors. The Project will be
supervised by a hi era rchy of project leaders, editors 1
and a Manager. The credit structure is to be fle Xible 1
though a participi3nt must complete at least two
proje~~ or one project. plus service as~ director to~
be eligible for any credit. Th e number of credits to
be awarded, ranging from one th1ough three; is
determined by the directors and faculty advisors on
the ~•sis of the quality of the work, complexity of
the project, and the time required for the project.

Local _NYCLU ·MayC'lose

DVF Closes Semest~r,· ... ,
Plans For Spring Having closed out its fall Feller.,, ')'IYSBA President
semester lecture series with · the Whitney North Seymour, and for
appear;nce here last week of Pro• mer Attorney General Ramsey
fessor Henry Foster, Distir,igy.i_shed Clark · for spring lectures. The
Visitors Forum, the 5-rj,,_:•coinmit DVF directors next spring will be
tee responsible for i~e- speakers' Bowie, Silber, and Joel Greifinger 1
program is, acco rdi_~.~ F who was appointed recently by
Director Ray Bowi~ased with SBA as the third director.
"DVF's fall speaker schedule
the quality of the fall program,
optimistic as to the spring pro·· was perhaps our most. successful
gram 1 and yet concerned over Stu· to date in terms 11f quality·and di
dent disinterest in guest lecturers. versity," surmised Bowie, who
Distinguished Visitors Forum, added that "the claim might well
managed this semester by Bowie pass to the spring schedule if it
and Sue Silber, strove for pro• sh.lpes up according to our.
gram which was balanced, com· hopes." He cautioned however,
prehensive in its scope of that any prospect for a successful
coverage 1 and professionally lecture program_... here was bei~g
oriented. Speakers 1 some of which jeopardized by '•poor student
were arranged with the assistance attendances. "T.he success of the
of Phi Alpha Del ta Legal program is 'a function of the
Fraternity, included prominent degree to which students partici- .
professionals such ai. Court o( Ap pate in it." ·
peals Chief Judge Breitel, former
Chief Judge Desmond, State SenDVF has invited any student
ator John Dunne, defense attar• orgiJ.ni~tions 1 or even individual
ney Herald Price Fahrin&er 1 labor studerlts 1 who wish to suggest
lawyer David Scribner, City Court guest lecturers for the spring to
Judge Den man, and family law ex- contact the directors through the
pert Henry Foster. More political SBA office so that funds c;m be
in o rientation 1 yet providing bal• encumbered and arrangements
ance to one another, were former made. Funds for speaker programs
OEO Direc tor - Howard .Phillips ha,ve, by longstanding SBA
and Natio na l Lawyers Guild decision 1 been vested exclusively
Attorney Robert Cantor.
in DVF. The faculty Mitchell Lee- ·
Next semester, DVF has some ture Committee also allocated \.
hope of . bookiog Se~. ,James (:._ . $5J)O- If) OVf, earlier this year to
Buckley, Rep. Elizabeth Holtz- fund speakers on a matching fund
man, ABA President James basis.

a

.I

Because of financial reasons,
the Northern Division of the New
Yor~ (;ivil Li!ierties t,Jn,ion ,:nay be .
forced to curtail many of its acti
vities. The NYCLU is ,!!'pported
by private donati9ns, which, in re
cent times, have decreased due to
the nation's economy. At the
November 8 - 9 meeting of the
Union's Board of Representatives
the budget of the Northern Divi•
sion · (upstate New York) y,as
· sharply cut.
• The Board eliminated office

expenditures for the Northern Di
vision - rent1 mailing costs, secre
tarial and slijf( salaries. "The over
whelming feeling of the Board was
that projects such as the Mental
He~l th Law Prpject and the Child
ren 's Health Project are more use
f ~l ,U said U.B. Law professor
Herman Schwartz.
The Union's Executive C51rect·
or, Killian Vetter, said that, in
effect, the Union "will be forced
_to go out of business or work on a
temporary basis. Exen if we were

able to maintain the ;,ganization
on a volunteer basis there wouid
be a decisive ·cu,tback •in the nunf• ·
bcr of cases we could handle."
le, the past year the Niagara
Frontier Chapter of the NYCLU
has worked to organize and
co-sponsor the Human Needs Cen
ter, the New York Peac~ Center";,
and a reven ue•sharing suit.
According to Vetter, " crucial
to our survival now is th·e financial
backing of the people."

MBRC Review Books
Having Problems in
Torts?
CPLR? RealPropert~!
Contracts?
Evi<Jence?
The Marino Bar R'eview Course,
Inc. is now offering its up to
date review books on an indivi
dual basis at the Law School
Book Store. These books have
been of immeasurable assistance
to students reviewing specific
5ubjects and preparing for
school examinations. T.hey have
PENAL·LAW
PARTNERSHIP
AGENCY
.
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
COR_PORATIOl'!S
/.

assisted thousands of New York
Attorneys and Candidates for
the New York Bar, and deal ex
clusively with principles and
cases in New York Law.
The Law School Book Store has
the following M~RC boolcs
available:

CONFLICTS OF LAW

BANKRUPTCY
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
EQUITY
SURETYSHIP
CONTRACTS
TORTS '
REAL PROPERTY
IN5tlRANCE

EVIDENCE
EST.ATES; POWERS; TRUSTS
MORTGAGES

SECURED TRANSACTIONS

. °'-R

J

of the .Screw
by Ian DeWaal
Financial Aid applications for the 1975-1976 school year are now
available in 303 O'Brian and in 312 Stockton-Kimball Tower on the
main -campus. Please note that one form must be returned to the
College Scholarship ~ervice by February 1, 1975 and "Form· UB" must
be returned to the Financial Aid Office no later. than March 1, 1975.
Please don 't forget about the first deadiine during intersession. It is
important to remember that even if you are not SJ,!fe you will need
assistance for next year, it is advisable to file an application
nevertheless. Late applications rarely receive any consideration. Also,
if any additional monies become available thr,ough the law school
endowment, recourse will be had to the Financial Aid applications to
.weigh comparative need .
Because of the il)frease in credit hours for New York Practice and
the fact that Trial Technique carries four credit hours a new
regulation has been ,adopted concerning upper class cou~ses and
requirements. This new regulation S41'ercedes the previous regulation
that an upper class student was required , to take no less than four
courses in a full-time program. The new regulation reads:
"The school requires that all students must take a total of 54
~re~it hours afte~ the completion of their first year prosram. Summer
session, 'Law Review and Moot Court credits can be applied against the.
total of 54, and thus to reduce semester course loads; however:
1. . A full-time stuJ!ent (three year ploaranf) may not carry less than 12
hours per semester, excluding credit for law Review and Moot Court.
2. A part-time .stu~ent (four-year proaram) !U!Y not car~ less than 9
hours of course work per semester, excluding credit for Law Review
and Moot Court."
' ·
·
This new regulation supersedes the Student . Handbook, in this
matter.
Have aMice vacation!

Law -Review Readied :,
Th, first of three Issues of the Buffalo LIIW Rwlew will be'
available· for dlsulbutlon at lhe bealnnlna of the setond semester•
Please ~ k the Qplnlon for exact dates -and times thal lu,ie,, can
be picked up. Subscriptions are still available for stu~ents t7.00 '
for ttlree issues; without subtcrlptlons, thy cost Is $2.50 °per INUC ·
Swdents lntemted in subscrlbln1 to the 'R1vt.w are urpd to !Ian
up at the BuffllhiLow :Rw,.w, Room 605, between 9 AM ancl S

at

·PM. -

,

.

'

.
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The Kobold Who
·•··

.

...

Stole Christmas
by·Terence J. Centner

Page tive

(Jpperelass ·Courses
& Requirements
Recent• Changes in the curriculum require rev1s1on of the
regu lations as they presently appear in the Student Handbook.
(1) Present Rules: The school requires that 54 credit-hours be
undertaken in the second and third years of the three-year _program.
This translates into two five..wurse and two four-course semesters.
Credit for Law Review or Moot Court can be applied against the total
of 54, and also thus to reduce five-course loads to four; and summer
school credits likwise serve ·both purpose~, An explicit regulation,
however, provides that "a full-time student may not carry less than
four courses per semester." As interpreted, Law Review, Moot Court
and Summer Session credits may not be used to meet tl1is requirement.
(2) Reasons For Change: The foregoing was premised on the
assignment of three credits to all upper class courses. Now Trial
Technique carries fou.r credits and New York Practice carries five. The ·
extra three credits are equivalent to another course.
(3) New Regulation : The school requires that all students must
take a total of 54 credit hours after the completion of their first year
program. Summer session, Law Review and Moot Court credits can be
applied against the total of 54, and thus to reduce semester course
loads; however:
' 1. A full-time student (three-year program) may not carry less
than 12 hours of course work per semester, excluding credit
for Law Review and Moot Court. ·
2. A part-time stud~nt (four-year program) may not carry less
than .9 hours of course work per semester, exclud/ng·credit for
Law Review and Moot Court

explained? It must be remembered that Kobolds are
clever creatures. They know where they can score
the most points. By influencing those on the third
floor, our Kobold is abl.,.to affect the live$ of every
Buffalo law student {and their spouses)! Just loo~
back over the past Q.ne and one-Half years during
which- the law school has been in Amherst, and you
can appreciate how effective this Kobold has been.
Making students prepare for exams during the
approlching holiday season Is only a small part of
the sufl'ering which has resulted from his influence.
What can be done to rid O'Brian Hall of.this evil
Kobold? It is difficult to know what to do, but there
are a number of solutions which have been
suggested. One would be to move O'Brian Hall out
You may wonder how this little elf-like creature of the swamp: if they can move the London Bridge
fou11d his way into a new building such as O'Brian into a desert, they can move O'Brian ·.Hall out of a
Hall. Well, it must be remembered that q,uch of swamp. Another would be to move Lake LaSalle
Amherst used to be a swamp. Prior to the erection of closer to the law school, make it more swampy (it
this campus, the very spot upon which this building will probably become a swamp within a few years
sets was a nice dark, sylvanned swamp, an ideal anyway)., plant lots of trees (landscaping is good at
· abode for our little Kobold, When the dozers and thick plantings!), and cut a hose in the side of
earth moving equipment came to the area, ' they O'Brian Hall {or have the wind blow out another
completely destroyed everything he had, his food, window) to allow the Kobold to exit. However,
his home; and his peace and quiet. He therefore administratively (an~ you know how administrators
placed a curse on O'Brian Hal~ "whoever shall enter think and who makes the decisions around here), the
shall be miserable ••~rafter." Ta this date, his curse best solution financially {ana you know how
has never been broken; one only has to look around finances · presently dominate University decision
at all the unhappy law students to see its effects.
. ' making~ would be to hire the cement lining company
H'ow does this Kobold survive in such a sterile which so effectively solved Midland Empire's
bllilding? It must be recalled that O'BriaQ Hall was problems. In this manner it would be possible te seal J . Re-Scheduling Examinations Prior to the Start of the Examination
constructed with a faulty basement. The cement .off the base_ment and prevent the life-sustaining
Period.
lining is constantly 11;a~ing, allowing lif~-slJsfaining waters and nilnerals from entering the building and,
1/ A student may request the Registrar to change an examination
waters and minerals to enter the building to be at the same tim_e, make the basement useable as .a
date to a different time during the examination period if he or
consumed by the Kobold (One would wish he could Rathskeller. This would thereby starve the Kobold
· she has:
·
consume all of these waters to prevent the basement into submission. The big financial payoff comes
a) two examinations scheduled for one day ;
,from flooding). Therefore, despite the present wtien. the UniversitY' then ta~~• an expense
b) three or more examinations on consecutive days;
absence of a swamp (unless you consider the dedt1Ct1on for th~ cost of the hmng (remember
c) four examinations or more in one week.
northeast corner .of the basement a swamp), the Midland Empire?) . Of ,course Idaho Pawer;94 S.Ct.
2. Students must present requests for 're-'schtduling examinations
Kobold lives on.
2757,(June 1974), requires that the cost of the lining
to the Registrar prior to the beginning of the examination
Where does the Kobold stay? It is not known bi, capit.lized. However, this is unimportant
pei iod, The Registrar._ will consult with the instructor in the
for sure where the Kobold stays during the day when considering the realities of the situation; what judge
course(s) in question ,before re-scheduling the examination(s).
so many rowdy students indifferently invade his would want to screw a law school? ·
domain. However, there is definite evidence that he
In any case it is hoped that .somehow the evil II.Re-Scheduling Examinations During the Examination Period.
spends considerable time in the northern part of curse of this Kobold will be broken. Who wants to
1. Students are required to take examinations either on the
floor three. How else can the actions of those people spend an entire lifetime as a suffering, overworked,
regularly scheduled day during the examination period, or on
who )"ork and use the offices of this floor be underpaid lawyer?!
· the day set for an examination which has been rescheduled
under the provisions of Part D, above.
2. Failure to take an examination on the regularly scheduled day,
or on the day set for a re-scheduled examination constitutes
failure to complete the work in the course in question, and the
student will receive the grade of F 'for the course unless the
student:
a)was ill on the examination day, or on the day immediately
,.,. preceding the examination and presents: a physician's
certificate confirming the illness; or
.
b) was required° id fulfill a military obligation on the
examination day, or Qn the day immediately preceding the
178
Private Firms : .... . ... • ....•... . .. 55
Number of Graduates:
examination, and presents a written confirmation of this
Corporations & Banks . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 9
service from his or her commanding officer; or
Legal
Aid
...
.
.
......
.
•
.
•••
..
.
...
11
c) experienced a bona-fide family emergency {such. as death or
Number Employed:
109
Schooling . ....... .. .••.•••...... 4
severe illness of a close relative} on the examination day or
Judicial Clerkships . . . . ... •..• ••.. . . 3
immediately· prior to the examination day, and presents
21
Nun\ber Unemployed:
Government:
written confirmation of this event from some reliable person.
DA/County Attorney .. . ••. ..• . ..... 7
Federal Governmentd . . . . ..... . . .. . 5
Employment Status
State Government ... ... ·. . . . . . . . . . 9
48
Unknown:
County Governmentd •.•••...... .. •.1
Vet. Admin. , ..... ... ·......... .. .The Law Student Division of ;he Americ;,n Bar Association has
Of the 130 people .,;,~ have been
0
introduced a ·computerized job-search system to help ease the
able to contact, 109 have
employment burden for both students and employers.
positions - 83.8%
Named JURISCAN, the iystem uses coded information-supplied · •·
by the law student and the prospective employer to .make a " match."
Of the 130 people we have been able to c~11tadt,
The
, program is open only to Law Student Division members
109 ~ave positions- 83.8%.
anending ABA-approved schools. There is a $5 fee for students;
employers receive the service free.
.New y ork State: .... . ...... ....... 87
District of Columbia . .•.... • .... . ... 6
Students are matched with potential employers based on such
Buffalo & Western New York ... ,•. . . .-65
Pennsylvania .... . ........ . ...••.. 1
descriptive attributes as "law school courses taken " and " additional :"
New Hampshire ..... . .... .... .. . , . 1
. skills and experience," rather than on the more arbitrary traditional ,;
New.yolk dty area .. .. ...... , • . • 11
standards like ;1class standing" or "law school attended."
New York siaie residual .. .. . ...•. . 11
Alaska · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · • ·,: · · · • • · · 11
The program is expected to become operational in January when
1
the participating students' names," qualifications and employment
preferences will be computerized along with specifications of. .1~,
Rhode Isl.and •.. •. .. ,·..... ·. •.. <._.1
'Other States:' . ,
participating employers. ·
•
·
.
: <,.
· , MusaduJsetts . : .. , : , . , . , .. ..•.•• 3 :
Colorado .... . . .••.. ·.• . • • .. ..... 1
1~
Louisiana ~· ......•....•...... •.. 1
Students will be sent the ~lose matches among the employers, if """"
lllfnols ..... .•. .. '; ...•.. .. • · ··.,:
California . ... . . .•.. .... ... ' .. · ·: .3
any, as openings are listed In the sy~tom. The s_tudent's ..a~ wil\ •)i;
Texas : . . . .......... . .. •· ·· ·!'··1 :
remain in the computet u11til he, or she, has received apl!_rox1mat.el~ -,~!1},
A;,.lysls pf_Survey Results, p.8.
IJ'M.l.11!1110yer matches or untll late ~fil, whichever is sooner,
' • •. ·:~ •
:tNt 'p .1/H, ,',..,,., ' .:'
t ~•
't1
Somewhere lurking in the stale air qf O'Brian
Hall is a mean little Kobold who has ~ccessfully
stolen the joy of th~ Christmas and Chanukka
Holiday seasons from all those unfortunate enough
to be law students •in Buffalo. Through his ls,,avish
schemes he has again managed !" make as miserable
as possible all law students duri~ the forthcoming
holjday season by having our exams In January. This
Kobold hates to see people enjoy themselves; he is so
mean that he will do· anything within his limited
capacities to prevent people from enjoying
themselves or from giving pleasure to others.

Rescheduling·

Examinations

Plncement_Staii.stics On
Class of 1·9 74

Job Search by Computer

oi~; ~.'.~·>:::::::::::::::::::~

'7

~~a::i: .·:::::::::::::::::
: ::::::;

.,,,,,..,,,_~~;i
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I ~sio; Wrestling
!: :: ::-:: Bulls. Pace
:::.=]
c,

. ::

Games Under Bubble?

Hall from 9 -:. 11 p.m. on Thurs
day nights for makeup games if

by Dave Geringer
A temporary shift in intra-

the bubble isn't up next semes

UB Winter Sports
_
-

mural basketball sites next ter," Montour added. The bubble
semester will affect the Thursday · was slated for completion by
night 7 p.m. law school basketball January 12.
league. Sweet Home High School
~has reserv~d their sm.ill gyni, nor Forfeit mars action
Last Thursday night saw the
mally the site of one league game
week ly, for"cl school function. As law scho!)i league's first forfeit, an
event
that was supposed to have
a consequenc~, one game each
week (on January 30 and. Feb been eliminated this year by re
ruary 6 and 13) will be moved quiring each team to · pay a fee,
which would be lost if the team
elsewhere.
forfeit. The Flyers were awarded
"They (Sweet Home) have a their first victory of the season
school activity which is pre when the Dribblers failed to suit
-empting us for three weeks next up'the required five men. "If they
semester," reported intramural paid a fee, they'll lose it," said
assistant Gary Montour. "The intramurals director Bill
games which were scheduled for Monkarsh. "We'll keep them in
their small gym will have to be the league for now, but if they do
moved. They'll play them in the it again, they're out. We'll just
(Amherst Campus) bubble, if its play with five teams and have a
completed, or in Clark Hall if not. bye every week," Monkarsh
I was promised the use of Clark added.

our poise, so -,,.,e were able to
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde?
The basketball Bulls, 1 - 3, come from ·behind," Richardson
The wrestling Bulls have quiet- downed LIU 75 - 72 after added .
ly emerged with the , top ,record dropping the ~pener of the two
among Buffalo's thr~e major win- - -game road trip at Fairleigh. Hockey Bulls falter
ter sports teams, while the basket- Dickinson, 81 - 57. Buffalo's glitThe hockey Bulls' collapse in
ball Bulls had some success and ter was somewhat tarnished when the third period against Oswego
the hockey Bulls none recently. they returned home to drop a 77 (six goals by the Lakers en route
The wrestling Bulls ripped -58 decision to Niagara, shooting to -an 8 - 2 victory) was followed
through three opponents to stay only 26 per cent from the field. by losses at Ohio State (4 - 1 and
undefeated, the basketball squad The Bulls faced Brockport last 7 ~ 3) ansJ an 8 - 4 defeat at
upset Long Island University on Wednesday and Albany last Satur- home by Colgate. The Bulls, who
the road before losing at ho(lle to day before winding up their first lost star defenseman Mark
Niagara and the hockey Bulls lost term action this Saturday at Vir- Sylvester for up to six weeks with
games at Oswego, Ohio State (2) ginia Commonwealth . The Bull-.a knee injury at Ohio State,
and _at home against Colgate,_ were hurt by the loss of Otis attempted to halt their slide with
dropping their overall mark to 4 - Horne for the first semester (ineli- a pair of home contesls against
gibility), but were bolstered by Ithaca last weekend.
·
8.
the fine play of freshman center
"We forech"ecked very well
Sam
Pellom.
against
Colgate,"
·
observed
Bull
The Buffalo wrestlers, who
coach Ed Wright. "If they di~n't
wound up their fall semester sche
dule last Thursday night against
"We think he (Pellom) has have outstindin·g goaltending (by
powerful Lock Haven, ripped Col gotten better, and will continue to freshman Kevin Barry), and we
gate (38 - 6). Bowling Green (28 improve," said head coach Leo had a few more breads, the gam~
- 10) and Western Ontario (34 - Richardson. uHoweVer, we didn't . might have been different." While
13) in posting their 3 - 0 record. get good games out of '(Mike) Garry stymied Buff~lo, Bull net
Bruce Hadsell at 158 lbs. and Jones and (Bob) Dickinson against minder John Moore had a poor
senior star , Jim Young at 134 Niagara. We've got to have our night, yielding .six goals in two
paced.the Bulls with three victor starting five playing well and get periods before being relieved Ji.y
rams entailing attitudinal modifi- . ies each, while' he~vyweight help off the bench. We didn't run Don Maracle. Buffalo outshot th€'
Charlie Wright was beaten for the againit LIU, ,nd-w,,-held oor turn ~aiders-49 - 37,; but ,onc~ ;,pin
cation of participants.
PAD also arranged, in coopera first time in 22 matches by overs to. a minimum. We con failed in their quest to beat a Divi·
tion with Distinguished Visitors Western Ontario's Elvin Si!!1pson. trolled the ballgame and never lost sion I team.
Forum, for guest lecturers deliver
ed by Chief Judge Charles _D.
Breitel of the State Court of
Appeals and former Chief Judge
Charles S. Desmond on the sub
ject of fudicial seiection, fn which
the two jurists argued different
sides of the question.
STANDINGS
RESULTS
Despite · these activities, PAD
officers express concern as to the
w
L
diminished interest of some of the
Red's Boys 44, Cosmic Demons-10 ·
Red's Boys
4
0
associate members the c;t,apter en
Sdhlegel's Bagels 52, Barristers 31
Schlegel 's Bagels · 3
1
rolled this fall. Present associates
Dribblers
2
Flyers defeated Di;ibblers by forfeit.
2~
will, they report, soon be asked to
3,
Cosmic Demons
1
become dues-paying members, so
Barristers
1
that a spring pledge drive can be ·
-3
conducted for new associates. The
Flyers ·
1
3 '
Chapter's spring plans, including
I
the p~ibility of a legal research
bureau at the Law School, will de
pend on a larger membership.

by Dave Geringer

PADReports
~pansions
The Carlos C. Alden Chapter of
Phi Alpha Delta Legal Fraternity,
founded here in 1969 but mori
bund for the last several years, has
theis sevester attained a measure
of orgapizational stab11ity that its
officers hope to build upon next
sevester, according to a report be
ing prepared on the Chapter's
activities,
The Alden Chapter of PAD,
the nation's largest legal frater
nity,

generated much

interest

when it was formed by about
twenty active members "five years
ago, but poor leadership and
general student apathy, as cited
by current members, were respon
'sible for the Chapter becoming in
active last year. Only five mem
be1s, were responsible for the
Chapter becoming inactive last
year. Only five members remained

after last spring, when all the
officers graduated.
PAD's local renaissance became
top priority for its fledgling offi
cers who, over the suriimer, plan~
ned an ambitious orientation pro

Basketball Standings

SBA Actions

Personnel changes have asenseoffutility, tourgethefac
drives and orientation activities characterized the composition of ulty to reVert to an "early
directed pcimarily at th~ntering the Student Bar Association the start/early stop" calendar for the class, which the Chapter saw as last month, the most signific~nt fall semester, whereby exams
potential new blood for the ailing being the appQintrnent of Ed would be completed before winter
organization . PAD undertook the Zagajeski, formerly a third-year vacation. An SBA delegation will
.
compilation and publishing of a director; as acting treasurer in the seek faculty reaction.
handbook of faculty biographies aftermath of Sara Zurenda's
.,,distributed at orientation. •
After some student complaint
resignation from the treasurership.
At the same time, the Chapter'
Rod Klafehn was recently as to the dearth of SBA-sponsored
officers resolved upon a reorienta appointed to t11e third-year direct- social functions this semester,
tion of ttie organization's image. orship vacated by Mr. Zagajeski's SBA officers report receiving fav
As the national PAD was dedica successlon to the · treasureshlp; or•ble feedback on last week's
ted to the jd_eals of professional while Denis Kitchen was chosen Holiday Par~ held at Fanny's.
Ism and service, Alden Chapter, it to assume the second-year direct- The party, which cost about
was decided, would strive to be orship resill"•d by Steve Kaplan. $11 OQ, w~ cited for the abuncome a lobbying force for profes
The SBA has, in the last ' few dancq of food and liquor as com
sional excellence within the Law meetings, approved cOMtitutions pared to previous yean. .
:"" ~chool, encouraaing a strong for the Christian Law Students,
Funded by ,the SB~d pre
pr8'1111onal program and student Jewish Law Students As¥)Clatlon, · pared by Pmident Don Lohr, the
l ~ t in professional activl: and Women's" Prison Project The long-awaited placement brochure
ties. The Chapter has passed directon also voted to ~•quest was received from the printer last
resoludons this fall supporting a that the Law School rescl'ledule --~ 'and
shortly be mall,cl to
waiver of Prof. Hombu,...r's the spring v.icatlon ~od so that law firms and public apncle, In
· ~, r e d - ' , endonln1 the alloca It might .iccommodate Easter and an effort to better acquaint, them
·
with the Law School and Its prostion at 11A funds to die publlca Passovtr.
Last week, the SBA agreed,. rams, thereby fadlltatlng place
llon al•
, - d i journal,
l> 11111 ~ ICllllmlc pr011• thQUgh many directors expressed ment of tp'....,_, ;
gram this fall, including pledge
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Criminal Justice Program

• Innovative and interdiscipli
nary courses drew some support
in first-year but likewise were
weak in upper classes.
The results of the question
naire were presented to the Aca
demic Program and Policy Com
mittee two weeks ago to assist the
Committee in its task of defining
the School's essential course
needs. The matter is presell_tly also
under discussion by the faculty ,
who deferred action on it at the
November meeting to allow time
for the student questionnaire.

Survey Preferences
- continued from page 1

- continued from pagt 1

• Public Law courses, social
interdisciplinary areas, the clinics,
legislation, and consumer courses
and the SLF's.
Of the trends observable from are quite strong in first-year, but
much weaker in the other years.
the returns, it would seem that:
• First-year interest in more
~ The Civil Law Clinic drew
studies, sentencing, corrections, for summer projects to be carried traditional courses is generally on
and alternatives to prison.
out by students in cooperation a par with second and third years, little support fro m any year, while
As the seties of meetings is in with Law and Social Science fac particularly with respect to the both the SLF's and the Criminal
tended as an open invitation to all ulty. He- expects the proposals to "technique" or .,practice" Law Clinic were strong in first
-year ·but weaker in second and
interested personS to discuss such be varied in nature and drawn · courses.
issues informally, no credit would most likely from the informal
• Corporate law and commer third-years.
be awarded for .participation. meetings this spring. Students cial law areas are strong in all
However, the m·eetings will result interested in summer projects are years, but mo re so in the upper
in the definition of summer pfoj advised to enroll this spring in classes.
_.
ects connected with an accredited Criminal Procedure and for Cons
• Criminal procedure and evi
seminar next fall, which will pro titutional Law, as well as to parti dence are likewise demanded in all·
First year
vide opportunity for project par- cipate in the meetings.
three years, but Criminal Proce- •
Results
dure moreso perhaps in first-year
and Evidence surprisingly the
strongest preference in se_cond
Antitrust Law
51
--continued from page S
-year.
34
Arbitration
• Labor Law draws greatest in
The em ployer will receive . a list of approximately 1,S optimum
64
Corporations
employee matches with their names, addresses and credentia ls. If these terest in first-year, slightly less in
69
Labor Law
are not what the employer wants, he can req'uest another list, also free. second and third years.
73
Collective ijargaining
•
lnternation·al
Law
has
43
Social Legislation
Full program details, including a form for interested employers,
21
Corporate Reorganizatioa
will be published in the January issue of the American Bar Association sizable support amon·g freshmen
but ranks weak among upper
corporate Taxation
38
Journal.
.
Commercial Transactions I & II
47
The nation's law schools are jammed with a record high 106,000 classmen.
• Property courses increase in
studen.ts, representing one student for every three practicing l~wyers.
Copyright' & Patent Law
18
The National Conference of Bar Examiners says 30,879 persons · support progressively from first
Creditors & Debtors Rights
11
through third-year.
were admitted to the bar last year, also a record high.
Consumer Portection
79
• Tax courses have solid sup
"Balance this against a U.S. Department of Labor estimate that
Products Liability
49
only 16,500 legal jobs will be available each year until 1980 and you port in all years.
Remedies
23
can see how critical the employment situation is for the graduating law
Trade Regulationn
14
in OTPS, the School's OTPS
student," Erdman said.
Regulation of Advertising .
21
Additional information can be obtained by contacting David W. acc·ount has, nonet~eless, been in
Criminal Procedure
102
creased
by
only
4%
while
student
Erdman, Law Student Division, American Bar Association, 1155 E. Criminal Law Clinic
63
enrollments increased by 46% and
60th St·., Chicago, Ill.. 60637.
Juvenile Courts
42
the · fac ul ty· by40% over the last
Introduction to International Law
35
four years. 11 This policy," con
International
Protection
of
cluded the Provost, 11 was bound
Human Rights
30
to produce the present state of
Administrative Law
40
- continued from page 1
insure solvency until April 1st, affairs."
Evidence
92
deemed essential for . faculty Provost Schwartz questioned Provost Schwartz has asked the
C!>nflict of Laws
34
appointments, utilization of inter ''how long beyond April 1st we Budget and Program Review Com
Civil Procedure II
58
est from endowment funds as can continue to ope/ate--as -a mittee to prepare a proposed bud
c'onstitu tional· Law II
-54
feasible and permissible for OTPS first-rate law school without get for the com ing fiscal year
=Frial Technique
105
needs, and the 0 roll over" of some better OTPS support" from the which would reflect to the Univer
Le~I Process
12
bills Into the next fiscal year to University. White -the Law School sity Administration the Law
New York Practice
100
disencumber funds for current has warned the University's Aca- School's need for rriore realistic
Judicial Process
12
bills.
demic· Affairs Vice Presidents re- initial OTPS allocations to cover
Administrative Discretion
5
Beyond measures designed to peatedly of the impendipg deficits . the entire fis~a l year.
Appellate Practice
24
Federal Taxation11 ·
28
Government & Lahd
19
Federal Jurisdiction
8
Estate Planning
·
39
1.~tuitous Transfers
14
Land Transactions
32
Fundamentals of Municipal Law
29
Future Interest
4
By Karen Gorbach and Holly Hite context of a seminar to be offered they may be able to remain
Law and thePoor ·
-54
Family Law
55
involved in a planning capacity.
for academic credit" next fall .
Freshmen anxious to get in on
Civil Law Clinic (School &
Students inquiring about the
Rosenberg also offered
__., Family Law Clinic)
the ground floor of the contro program have learned from freshman students a "good faith
26
versial Criminal Justice Specialist project planners that if they are promise" to attempt t _o
Problems in Low Income Housing
19
Program have been told that they not allowed to continue in the · inc_o rporate them into the
Problems in Child Custody
23
will not be able to enter the prOgram after their summer work, program.
Data Banks & Privacy
28
three-year project for credit this
law & Public Education
28
Philosophy of Law
year and that the starting date for
32
the program has been moved back
14
English Law Background
, American Legal History
to nex t September, when it will
21
be directed toward next year's en
66
SimulatedLawFirm
tering class.
ticipants to fu(ther develop or
system and a process, this latter write up their research.
including exploration of criminal
In May, according to Provost
behavior, police, pre-arraignment, Schwartz, the program coordina
litigation, the judge's role, jury tors will formally invite proposals

I Survey Results

Job Search by Computer

..J

Austerity Measures

1st Year Participation Restricted
In ·criminal Justice Program

Third year
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24
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8

7

13
25
84
15
28
9
8
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9
5
70
17
12

14

44
11
22
10

3
9

11
3

46
20

.13

7
8

6
40

6
28
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21,

26
41
31
67
6
.93
4
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15

55
1
72
3
4
10
36

5

8

44
15
20
32
49
44
10
21
10

55
12
10
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7
18
7
2
3
14

Surveys Class of 1974

to

5

58

_

-The results of a recent survey by' the Law School_Placement Office
of the 178 members of the graduatmg class of 1974 indicates that
83.8% of the 130 graduates now contacted have found jobs in the legal
profession.
The Class of 1974 numbered a total of 178 graduates. At the
present time, 130 of these have been located by the Placement Office,
whic~ has learned that 109 presently are employed in law jobs while
21 .-,. still seeking legal positions. Another 48 graduates are
unreachable due to incorrect addresses or Qon•reply.
Of the 109 already employed,- 55 are employed In private law
firms while others are employed in government law positions, lepl aid
offices, corporations and banks. T11ree graduates are serving as Judicial
clerks in New York City, Denver and Buffalo.
Members of the Class of 1974 are workin1 principally in New
York State,. but are located also In twelve other states from Hawaii~
Massachll5CtU and in the District of Columbia.
The Placement Office is still -k\nl inform~tion about 48
members
of the Class of 1974 whose employment status Is unknown
summer.
Accordln1 to an announcement due to the fact that current add(MSCS are not available fot them. A list
·released last - k by Provost of these graduates has been distributed the student body, ind the
Ridlard Schwartz, these summer Placement Office will appreciate ,~Ivins pertinent infonnatlon about
projects may be dewl~ped in "the them.

Resutu

34
-27
• 11

1
P UJ,Cement

According to
Program
Coordinator Prof. Norman
Rosenberg, although National
Institute of Mental Health funding
was arranged last July with a
projected implementation this
year, a continuation of the
prQgram has been granted to allow
for further development. The
total NIM'H grants are expected to
be about $250,000.
Rosenberg also said that
Interested freshmen might be able
to enter a pilot project involving
no-credit seminars this Spring.
Further, he said that about ten
. _research
proposals will be
accepted and funded over the

I

Se~ond year
ResulU

5
12 ·
19
42
23

5
'

19
9
30 /

5
7"
3
2

5
12

8
6
3
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"Cherish your visions
They are the seedlings
of realities."

-James Allen.
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